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Formation for Mission

con’t on page 10

“Cura Personalis”
in a community

by Tony Arevalo
What is ‘Cura Personalis’ (CP)

in a community and where did it
take its root? How is this
manifested in lay communities
such as Magis Deo, and what are
some of the major challenges
relative to CP that face us in the
community?

These were among the main
posers answered and expounded
on by Fr. Kit Bautista, S.J., in his
teaching before Magis Deo
members last September 1st at
the Layforce, San Carlos
Seminary, Guadalupe.

CP is essentially personal
care for each other in the
community. It took its roots in the
sacred scripture (Acts 2:42-46)
where those who believed in this
shared all things in common; they
would sell their property and
goods, dividing everything on the
basis of each one’s need.

Fr. Kit described that in an
authentic community, members
share with others based on need
and not mere want. And in such an
authentic community, there is a
common experience among
members which leads to common
understanding, which in turn, leads
to common judgment, and in turn
leads to common decisions, and
finally leads to common action.

Fr. Kit Bautista, S.J.

con’t on page 4

For all BCGG Heads:

SACRED SPACE 2007 will be the 2007 prayer guide for BCGGs. Newly
formed BCGGs will however use Challenge 2000.

Copies of SACRED SPACE 2007, which is being distributed by Jesuit
Communications, will be available during the Community Celebration on
6 October 2006.

Please advise Jane of the Magis Secretariat ahead of time how many
copies you are ordering for your respective BCGG. Cost is P500 per
copy.

Four Ignatian
Leadership
Principles:

Self Awareness,
Ingenuity, Love,

Heroism
Chris Lowney, in his recent book,

Heroic Leadership: Best Practices
from a 450-year-old Company that
Changed the World, relates current
leadership to Ignatian spirituality and
argues that these same principles
can make for dynamic leaders in the
21st century. He summarizes his
point:“For the first Jesuits, adopting

Loyola’s way meant taking a chance
on an unproven leader and his
untested vision. But those embracing
that way today have a bit more to go
on. The formula has since been
tested across generations, across
continents, and across cultures. It
has served explorers, mapmakers,
linguists, astronomers,theologians,
sannyasis, musicians, social
activists, writers of children’s stories,
lobbyists, preachers — even school
teachers and cannon manufacturers.
It is the integration of four essential
pillars: self awareness, ingenuity, love
and heroism.”One might quibble with
details of Lowney’s argument, but it
is rather clear that the magnanimous
and generous vision of Ignatius
always seeking the magis — what is
more, greater, better — is behind the
pursuit and practice of leadership that
we profess. One of my favorite

passages from the documents of the
1995 Jesuit General Congregation
makes much of the same
point:Mediocrity has no place in St.
Ignatius’s world-view...Jesuits (and
their colleagues) are never content
with the status quo, the known, the
tried, the already existing. We are
constantly driven to discover,
redefine, and reach out for the magis.
For us, frontiers and boundaries are
not obstacles or ends, but new
challenges to be faced, new
opportunities to be welcomed.

EDITORIAL

con’t on page 2
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San Pedro de Bautista Parish through Bro.
Sonny & Sis. Arhlene Cariaga of the Family &
Life Ministry had a Suyuan last Sept. 24, 2006
with Tony & Lynne Arevalo as Couple-
Facilitators. Seven couples from the parish
attended said suyuan and the auxiliaries, caloy
and hilda del rosario as lone bcgg couple-
auxiliaries, were from the Family & Life
Ministry together with Tita Cathy Rafael and
DOC BCGG headed by Arevalo couple.

Dental Mission was
done by the Class-

mates of Linda
Santos’ son from

Centro Escolar
University thru Drs.

Norman & Lelet
Abastillas of the

Outreach Ministry

October 22-24
AIR 1
participants with
Spiritual
Director Fr.
Mike Lambino,
S.J. pose for a
class picture in
the Chapel of the
Sacred Heart
Novitiate,
Novaliches.

Couple Facilitators were Pocholo
& Merly Cea and auxies were the
ME Class of Ed & Sol Macalalad

The BEM was handled by Fr.
Kit Bautista, Couple-Sharers

were Eli & Edith Prieto and
auxies were from Corinthian/

Sothel & Lights BCGG

EventsEventsEvents

from page 1
BCGG members who may have
financial difficulties that will keep them
from making an outright purchase of
the book may avail of a 10 month
installment payment scheme under
which the monthly payment will be
P50.00, payable to the BCGG head or
treasurer, as the case may be who
will then remit the payment to Jane.
Until the payment is completed, the
balance of the payment will be
recorded as a payable of the BCGG.

Publication of Sacred Space 2007 is
protected under the Copyright Law.
As provided under the law,
photocopying of any copyrighted
material is limited to one copy for
personal use.

For all BCGG Heads:

SACRED SPACE 2007
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Sunday Homily
The Philippine Star

Ruben M. Tanseco, S. J.
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Our greatest enemy
24 September 2006

Ego can be the greatest enemy
of the person. I. Me. Mine. This
was evident in today’s Gospel
incident, when the very apostles of
Jesus themselves were proving to
one another who was the greatest
(Mk. 9: 30-37). Peter was
convinced he was the greatest,
since he was their natural leader.
John was equally convinced that he
was the one, since he felt loved by
Jesus in a special way. Judas was
certain he was the one, since he
was entrusted with the money
matters of their group! And so with
the others.

Jesus then told them in no
uncertain terms: “If anyone wishes
to be first, he shall be the last of all
and the servant of all.” (v. 35). Jesus
himself was the living model of
this. He lived what he preached.
He reached out to one and all,
especially to those who needed
him most. The blind, the paralytic,
the lepers, the sick, the outcasts
of society, the poorest of the poor.
His compassion and love for
people was his one and only
motivation, and not to glorify his
own ego.

As a climax to his servant-
leadership, Jesus washed the feet
of his apostles during the Last
Supper. We must understand the
historical context of this to fully
appreciate what Jesus did. During
those times, people wore no
shoes like what we have today.
They were either barefoot or they
wore some sort of sandals made

from animal hide. You can imagine
how dirty the men’s feet were upon
coming home, after a day’s work
outside. And although the women
in those days were considered as
second-class citizens – inferior to
the men – the wives were not
allowed to wash the feet of their
husbands. This menial task was
done only by their slaves.

But this was precisely what
Jesus did to his apostles. He
washed their dirty feet one by one
with such loving care. Simon Peter
initially refused when his turn
came, but Jesus said to him:
“Unless I wash you, you will have
no part in my kingdom.” Peter then
readily allowed himself to be
washed. (Jn. 13: 8-9). But let us not
miss the punchline of Jesus, as he
addressed all the apostles
afterwards: “If I, therefore, your
master and teacher, have washed
your feet, you ought to wash one
another’s feet. I have given you an
example to follow, so that as I have
done for you, you should also do.”
(vv. 14-15).

As disciples of Jesus, how do
we apply all this in our lives today?
Let us especially address our
educated Christians, our
professionals in different fields of
human endeavor. In God’s design,
every profession is first and
foremost a form of service to our
fellow human beings. Fees and
salaries come second. Each
professional is gifted by God with

a specific charism for reaching out
to others.

The medical doctor’s special
gift is to help in healing the bodily
illnesses of people. What a
privilege as well as a
responsibility. The advances in
medical science are simply
amazing – from heart by-pass
operations to kidney transplants.
In places like the Philippine
General Hospital, so many charity
patients are treated by dedicated
doctors.

The lawyer’s God-given gift is
to pursue justice and protect
human rights. Justice is nothing
less than the other side of love. The
current court case of Nicole vs.
U.S. Marines is very crucial for
everyone involved. As St. Paul says
– the truth will set us free. If it was
indeed rape, then justice must
prevail. If, on the other hand, it is
proven to be a case of consensual
sex, then so be it. Justice must
equally be served.

Education is another God-
inspired profession of humble
service to all sectors of society,
from the elementary schools in
remote barrios, all the way to
graduate schools in universities. It
is, moreover, a known fact that
many, many teachers receive very
low salaries, which makes their
dedicated service to our people
even more admirable.

And so with the other
professions and non-professional
work, all the way to the humble
service of construction workers
and carpenters, as Jesus was
once a carpenter, too. Humble
service to the people of God,
motivated by love and justice, is
our God-given vocation in our
journey to eternal life.

Let us especially honor today
our Filipino seamen in their
humble service to people here and
abroad, as we celebrate the 11th

National Seafarer’s Day, with the
theme, “Filipino Seafarers: Our
Pride” (Marinong Pilipino: Ating
Karangalan).
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What is it to be an Ignatian Leader?

1.  To have a vision and a mission
or purpose for your life and for your
work

- For Ignatius, his vision is Ad
Majorem Dei Gloriam
(AMDG), to do everything for
the greater glory of God;
hence we and our work are
instruments for God’s
greater praise and glory

- His mission or purpose for
his work is to save souls, to
help others; hence, we are
called to do just the same:
to help others, to help them
find God through our work

2.  To have a general attitude of
generosity: to be more, or to do
more, or Magis

- To be more: to be not afraid
to grow, to stretch one’s self
beyond one’s comfort
zones, to expand one’s
capacities, to develop one’s
abilities, to strive to be a
person of good moral
character and virtue – all to
be a better person for God
and His people

Ignatian Leadership
by Karel San Juan,S.J.

- To do more: to be of service
to others, to be a person-for-
others, especially to those
who are most in need; to do
things well

3.  To care for others, to learn to love
them in a special way, or Cura
Personalis

- To spend time caring for
others, and giving them the
attention that they need

- To have genuine concern for
the growth, development,
and welfare of others

- To engage in conversation
with others by telling stories,
talking about each other’s
thoughts and concerns, and
by listening to what each
person has to say

- To enjoy working with others
as friends and companions
in the Lord

4.  To constantly seek God’s help,
guidance, and wisdom

- To ask God’s help to know
one’s self deeply: who am I,
what are my strengths and
weaknesses, what things I
need to change in myself

- To ask God’s wisdom and
guidance in making
decisions and choices

- To have time to be alone, in
silence, in prayer

- To find strength and
inspiration through the
Eucharist, and through the
sacraments

- To develop a personal
relationship with Jesus, who
is my leader and my friend
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COUNCIL CORNER

In a recent survey among shepherds
of the community, more than  half of them
expressed some difficulty in getting their
members to attend community activities
like the monthly community celebrations,
or joining the Harana for an ME week-
end.  It gets to be more difficult  for our
shepherds when its about getting their
members to attend the basic formation
programs. So when the shepherd’s
intention is to get their members to
accept assignments in ministries and
committees, the prospect is so daunting
that the shepherd is almost ready to
throw in the towel like Roberto Duran -
and say “No mas!”  But have no fear –
the shepherds threshold of pain is higher
than most people’s.   Given the
frustrations that they have to bear – it is
a pleasant surprise that our shepherds
are still mostly “happy and fulfilled in their
being a shepherd, and have every reason
to want to continue being a shepherd”.

To go back to the point of this piece -
the way things seem to happen in our
community is that there are the
shepherds who initiate activities and
programs and there are the members who
must be begged, pleaded and cajoled to
participate.  There are some exceptions
of course - a number of shepherds are
satisfied about their members’ level of
participation in community activities.  But
most of us are more comfortable having
a shepherd who would tell us what to do
– “lead us and we follow” - but only after
a number of reminders and follow-ups.
And even after all these efforts our
shepherds are sometimes still not sure
that we will be there. Is it a “culture” thing,
or is this endemic only to Magis Deo?

But is this anything to fuss about?
Are we suddenly faced with a crisis about
the lukewarm participation of members
in our programs, activities and
celebrations?   The situation is not new
to us – the very reason why the concern
about it is not particularly intense is that
we have gotten used to it.  It is a matter
of lowered expectations.

Rediscovering the Magis
What we need is a burning platform

which Chris Lowney describes in
his book Heroic Leadership: when you
are on top of a burning platform you lose
your fear of heights and jump off - do
things you would be unwilling to do in
normal times.

What burning platform can galvanize
us to do something to make our
community life more relevant and
meaningful for most if not all of our
members? How do we find in this burning
platform both a crisis and opportunity that
will propel us to take initiative as
individuals and small groups/teams to
take action now?  For example, how do
we build up a heightened anticipation for
the monthly community celebration, akin
to how we look forward to the telecast of
the results night of “Philippine Idol”.  You
are probably reading this for the first time
during our monthly community
celebration – look around: how many
members of your small group are notable
for their absence?  If you are the shepherd
of your group – you are probably asking
yourself – what more can I do other than
physically drag them here? These are
questions we need to address as
individual members and small teams.

Hopefully we will never get to the point
of considering physical force as a last
resort.   If we recall our experiences as a
community, the many formation
programs that moved us, including the
countless teachings   where Fr. Ruben
and other speakers consistently
enlightened and challenged us – there
were unforgettable moments when the
meaning of “magis” was very clear to us.
We  sensed in a very palpable manner
that those occasions of coming together
in celebration, of hearing God’s Word
and communing together, of reaching out
to others, especially in our mission
areas, as a community, had a far larger
significance than just our individual
edification.  We were building a
community.

by Ed and Claire Palma
Ministry Head, Shepherds and Sharers Formation Ministry

We need to bring back this sense of
building a community.  Among the many
roles and responsibilities of a shepherd,
he has to be able to help the members
of his small group transcend their
identification mainly with one another.
That even as we relate well as a small
team, we are all part of a much bigger
team, our community, that needs to
energize each other with our
companionship characterized by mutual
support and the bonds of spirit, mission,
and deep friendship. Shepherds need to
heighten the belief that even as we, the
members, are attending the seemingly
routine activities of the community “…we
can be participating in a broader vision
by doing things not merely well, but in
the spirit of trying to find the ‘magis’,
the opportunity to find what is more in
the things we do”.  We need to live up to
our name.

Moreover, building our community is
an invitation for all of us to take heart,
for the vision of Ignatius and his first
companions, who first saw themselves
as companions of Jesus and then of
each other, is there to guide and inspire
us. In our community we all are called
to be leaders, perhaps not always in
formal ways as being shepherds or
ministry heads or council members, but
in the very lives we live, by manifesting
a set of core values in life and work. And
even in the corporate world where many
of us had worked or are still working, “the
best teams,” Chris Lowney observed in
JP Morgan where he was managing
director for 17 years, “thrived precisely
where there was trust, mutual support,
real respect for each other’s talents, real
interest in helping others succeed, and
a will ingness to hold each other
accountable to high standards so that
each of us might realize our fullest
personal and team potential.” Doesn’t
this seem like an Ignatian way of
proceeding to which our community has
been striving to live by this past two
decades?
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Sunday, being the first day of the
week, starts and even could set the
tone for the week, depending on
how I look at, and go through it. This
was very much emphasized to us
by our lay ministers’ priest-formator
recently: that it does set a positive
tone for the week when we
celebrate with much zeal the
Sunday mass with our co-
parishioners, and not just merely
attend it like automatons, as many
are wont to as somehow gleaned
from their unnecessarily somber
faces and quasi-lifeless
predisposition once inside the
church (especially homily time).

Based on what I have learned
from that half-day renewal
formation seminar for us lay
ministers, I realize that I have to be
more conscious of what I
represent, and what I therefore do
especially when I don the lay
minister’s attire and go about the
holy act of ministering to my co-
parishioners and more so, to my
three elderly and sickly female
communicants. A short visit to the
adoration chapel is one sure way
of setting the tone for my Sunday
volunteer services, which I
suppose is a most important
volunteer service in a parish
setting, given the fact that I am
accorded that most special
privilege of holding the Lord’s body
in my hands.

-o0o-
Reading and subsequently,

reflecting on the daily passages of
our Sacred Space (or its
equivalent); properly contributing to

Tone Setters
the faith-sharing expected of
attendees to our regular weekly
BCGG meetings; and, getting
recharged somehow from all the
other scheduled community-
related spiritual formation
programs/activities, especially
outreach like Suyuan seminars.
These and more set the tone for
the day and everyday of our daily
incursions into life, known more
eloquently as our faith journey.
These are among the sure-fire
ways of strengthening our faith and
firm resolve to tread the path of the
Lord, and thus, be less prone to
deviate and get diverted at the very
slightest provocation from the path
towards the Lord and instead, to
the ever-captivating and wily ways
of Mammon and his ilk.

-o0o-
Be more faithful and fruitful in

life was likewise the clear advice
of our lay ministers’ priest-formator.
Through our proper witnessing and
behavior characterized by piety,
among other virtues, we can attract
and make others follow suit and do
as we do… and perhaps get them
to even do more and better as a
Magis Deo member. Such
vigilance and sensitivity too, is
needed when I perform my roles as
BCGG shepherd, Suyuan seminar
facilitator, and even newsletter
contributor. Not to do these
mechanically, or just out of
obligation, or mere casual show of
volunteerism. To top it all, I will need
much more patience and tolerance
for people who may prove to be
less cooperative, stubborn, and
showing an erratic sense of
commitment (after even saying in

RANDOM THOUGHTS

A.R. AREVALO, Jr.

public that their first priority has
been, is, and will still be their
spiritual growth and development).
The talk last month on Cura
Personalis should probably sink
more in my mind for a more staunch
pursuit of everything here aspired
for.

            -o0o-
These definitely are a tall order.

And because of that, many of us
tend to be cowed by these
expectations. This probably is a
major reason why many in
communities shirk these
demanding roles and
responsibilities. I guess having at
the outset the right intentions or
motives plus a huge dose of faith
and trust in the Lord — that He is
and will be with me all the days of
my life, if I just will it — will make
my various tasks in this world less
awesome and more easily “hurdle-
able”. A higher level of self-
confidence more like it, is what I
have to engender and fully muster
to set the tone, and hence, ensure
that I really see through the import
of these varied things that I do, and
to do them with more vigor and zest
for the greater honor and glory of
God.

� � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � �
Lighting Fixtures, Ballast,

Emergency Light, Exit Light,
Pinlight, Floodlight, Highbay,

Emergency Power Pack,

• DESIGN • ESTIMATE
• INSTALLATION

SALES OFFICE
L3/F Unit A, One Burgundy Plaza,

307 Katipunan Ave., Loyola Heights,
Quezon City

Tel. Nos.: 435-9049 • 929-3570
Fax: (632) 434-4441

E-mail : genlite_ind@yahoo.com
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Coastal clean-up day at
Calaca, Batangas

Coastal clean-up day? What
does it mean? Well, it’s a day in
the whole world wherein many
communities volunteer in the clean-
up of the coastal areas.

The day of the clean-up was
September 16, 2006, Saturday.
We started the clean-up after the
introduction, we were divided into
groups. As soon as we started
picking up, we saw different kinds
of garbage scattered along the
seashore. There were wrappers,
soiled diapers, slippers,
undergarments, lots of broken
glass, plastic candy wrappers, foil
packs, etc. We were able to gather
as much as 5 to 7 sacks of
garbage.

We had a good time not only
cleaning the shore, getting

By Leia Parada (Gr.6) & Milo Parada (Gr.5)

Magis Deo Youth

   BLOG

garbage in the
sand and
collecting them
in a sack but
also gained
new friends.
We swam and
had games in
the afternoon.
Tita abby gave
away prizes to the winning team.
We also had a small discussion
before we left the beach. We
learned to give importance to
Mother Nature and in our own little
way help clean at home and
practice segregation of garbage.
We also learned to help each other
as a team.

We realized that even if we do
the clean up everyday but if the
people around the area do not

know how to dispose their garbage
properly, then the sea will remain
polluted.  We hope that they value
sea by keeping it clean for the
coming generations. Until the next
coastal clean-up day! We invite
more youth to be a part of it. Thank
you to all the youth ministry
organizers especially to tita pam,
tita abby, tito mannix and their
families, see you in the next youth
activity.

Gratis- Our heartfelt thanks to
our sponsors who support our
projects: Trans Asia Power
Generation Corp., Coca Cola
Export Corp., Makati
Development Corporation
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In our modest dinner tendered for Tito
Jun Sison’s 69th birthday last Sept.11,
2006, a number of testimonies were
delivered by members of his family and
some from our BCGG Corinthian-Sothel
& Lights. The family members
understandably delivered moving and
emotional testimonies specially when
the talk touched Tito Jun’s visit to the
hospital. Them were sincere and caring
words, one can’t help but shed a tear or
two. From their speeches, you can feel
their genuine concern for their father’s
health and welfare. Only son Jay had
more sobs than words. But you know
what? That gave more meaning to his
speech, more depth and sincerity.

 
More jovial were those delivered by

some members of our BCGG. Recalling
the earlier times (some dating back since
1988) of Tito Jun’s escapades and the
joys and pains of the flight to everybody’s
spiritual growth with him. A number
referred to Tito Jun as their idol. Frankly
speaking, he is more than an idol to most
of us. It’s not easy to emulate or even
be a shadow of Tito Jun, I tell you. First
and foremost, no one from our group
comes near to his fountain of wealth.
Secondly, his and Tita Mila’s untiring
commitment to our outreach programs,
not to mention their generosity, is beyond
doubt. Yes, Tito Jun was and is the
inspiring image of the group. A very fitting
model, indeed.

 
Unfortunately, I didn’t get the chance

to hold the microphone that night, sad
to say. Although I wasn’t ready for any
roasting, I surely have a thing or two to
say about the celebrant. Our being
together in our BCGG and in the golf
course since 1997 somehow rubbed on
us and had cemented our fraternal
relationship, ala “Band of Brothers”.

 
Perhaps, God had wanted to say my

piece in an article form instead of in a
microphone. That way, I will not have a
limited audience but a broader one, the
whole Magis Deo Community. Perhaps,
so here goes. 

When our BCGG Servants of the Lord
(Sothel) was to be enjoined with
Corinthians way back in 1997, some
quarters congratulated us saying, “With
the Sisons as your shepherds, busog
na kayo, para pa kayong nakasandal sa
pader. Ang lakas sa Council nyan, e.”
Or words to that effect. The “busog” part
still holds true to this day, no wonder all
of us gained weight then and still are.
The “nakasandal sa pader” part, yes, we

The good shepherd
by Leo Soliman

feel secured that our shepherd is always
there to stand by our side come rain or
sunshine of our lives. I myself had been
benefitted by Tito Jun’s protective mantle
a number of times. If not for our
shepherds, I and Marilyn would’ve parted
ways long ago.The “malakas sa council”
part, I’m sorry, I never saw them throw
their weight around indiscriminately. Not
once.

 
But I tell you, I can relate to Tito Jun

to at least four (4) instances in the Bible.
Yes, in at least four readings I personally
felt Tito Jun being personified.

 
First, on the reading of the Good

Samaritan. He will not hesitate to help a
fallen stranger, more so a brother, left on
the road for dead after experiencing a
misfortune. Not only will he pick the
person up, he’ll help him until he  gets
back to his own two feet. So many times
he had done this, specially to our lower
in social status brothers. He need not
be told about it, he’ll immediately
volunteer to do so.

 
Second, the reading about the

Prodigal Son. Many times he welcomed
his children and/or lambs back with open
arms and bigger heart whenever a child
“returns home” coming from a turbulent
journey. Yes, complete with the roasting
of the fattened calf and merry making. It
is a common sight to see a father
castigating a family member if he/she
commits a serious blunder. More so if
the magnitude is scandalous or earth
shaking. Surely there will be words of
scolding to be spoken but that is  in the
pretext of wisdom being shared.
Afterwards, the welcome arms envelope
the one who lost his/her way. This not
only applies to his own family but also
to our BCGG.

 Third, the reading about the Good
Shepherd. Tito Jun will not think twice
to leave the ninety nine to go and look
and seek until he finds the missing lamb.
He had combined patience and
persistence with loving concern towards
his flock. So very true to a number of our
members. It’s but normal to experience
spiritual dryness, di ba? But Tito Jun
would have none of it. He goes out of his
way to invite back and “carry on his
shoulders” the absentees.

 Fourth, the reading about the talents.
Who could dispute the line “To those who
have much, more will be given” clearly
defines Tito Jun? Because he had used
and managed the talents given him by

God so wisely and profitably, more and
more are being given to him up to now. He
truly knows how to steward his
blessings.Don’t take my word for it, ask
Fr. Tanseco and the Pateros group. They
will surely validate this statement.

 
I’m sure there are many more readings

that can be attributed to Tito Jun’s
character, but let these four similes be
suffice for now. I’ll save the others for his
70th birthday, that is if I get the chance to
hold the microphone.

 
And how, you may ask, have Tito Jun

& Tita Mila been instrumental in our
spiritual growth all these years? The first
five years with them were priming period
for me and Marilyn. No, it wasn’t planned
neither was it scripted. But in this period,
they guided us to be closer to God in
words & in deeds.  We were made to co-
shepherd M.E. classes, be a part of the
M.E. Ministry team couple & to actively
participate in outreach programs & other
community affairs. Had it not for their
prodding, we might not have done those
then.

 
After the service-oritented stage,

tragedy struck on us. For four years now
& counting, Marilyn & I have been reeling
on a series of terrible disasters in our life.
Bad decisions & mismanagement brought
dowm our business to a resounding thud.
Losses left & right became the order of
the day. One morning I woke up with piles
of debts & a host of court cases. The
relationship with Marilyn’s relatives was
no bargain either.

 
Once upon a time we were living in a

palace, now we are not certain where to
rest our heads to sleep. The flashy cars
& vans had been replaced by tricycles &
jeeps. It still breaks my heart to see my
children commute specially on stormy
nights when not too long ago they had their
own drivers to service them.

 
In these turbulent times, ’twas Tito Jun

& Tita Mila who had guided us as true
shepherds do. Their teachings for us to
be totally depended & trust on God’s will
& graces kept us afloat. At the height of
our troubles & on the verge of a family
break up, it was them who told us to keep
the family intact, no matter what. No, they
didn’t tolerate the wrongs we had done,
on the contrary, they’ve been there helping
us correct them. I’m confident & ever so
hopeful that pretty soon God will show His
mercy on us & make us recover by
penance what we lost by sin: through the
untiring guidance of Tito Jun & Tita Mila.

 
From the beaten stranger you found

on the road and tended for, Happy 69th
Birthday to you, Tito Jun!

 
Now, if I can only relate the parting of

the Red Sea...........    
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When we learned that our ME batch
will be sponsoring the Suyuan in Payatas
Dos, I was apprehensive. Domeng, my
husband on the other hand, was
motivated to participate. He was willing
to help out in as much as he can and he
knew that our presence in the activity
counts a lot. I’m no stranger to outreach
activities, but, an exposure to such
conditions depresses me. Poverty
renders me helpless.

As an educator, I believe that
education is a path out of poverty. What
sustains a person towards the road to
empowerment is literacy. To interface
with people who did not have the means
to quality education, or whose lot in life
had been unfortunate will frustrate me.
Others who know me would think that
I’m being too idealistic. To my husband
who knows me better, I’m being a control
freak. The whole experience, I fear, will
leave me vulnerable.

Nevertheless, we went with our class
ME Batch 85 that Sunday morning,
September 17, 2006 to the Sagrada
Familia Chapel in Payatas Dos. There
were five surviving couples from our batch

– Percy and Chit, Teng and Gaya, Jojo
and Lucy, Pete and Dory, and, Domeng
and I. Thanks to our Shepherd couple,
Ed & Sol Macalalad, for being the role
models to new ME graduates like us.
Their encouragement for us to participate
in the Suyuan will be beneficial to the
ME Weekend that we will soon sponsor
in February 2007.

 Tita Cathy, Queen of Suyuan in the
Magis Deo community was a real trooper.
Her energy and devotion is worthy of
emulating. She is an inspiration to both
young and seasoned couples. Pocholo
and Merly Cea, the team couple who
facilitated the sessions were Suyuan
pros. They handled with ease the couples
who were uncomfortable. Pocholo’s jokes
were all delivered in good taste and proper
timing. It made the heavy and serious
sessions light and easier to bear. Merly
expertly enunciated the ideas and
concepts in each session by drawing real
life examples from married life. In the heat
and humidity, it is through God’s grace
that we all managed to work as a team -
sharing jokes and funny anecdotes;

Suyuan in Payatas Dos
by Zarah Gagatiga, ME Class 85

singing along with the participants;
eagerly sitting in during the sessions;
preparing the food for the participants in
the assembly line fashion and, of course,
eating together as one blessed
community of married couples.

In the end, the participants were all
filled with gratitude. I was amazed at the
transformation they manifested. Most of
them were guarded and stiff at the start,
but, they loosened up and relaxed at the
end of the day. It could be the food or the
dynamic Cea couple that made it
possible. It could be Tita Cathy’s wizened
presence or our class’ mirthful
camaraderie. Then again, it is also
possible that, in their own way, they
allowed God to touch them. They
accepted the opportunity of the moment
to be more loving, sensitive and attentive
to their spouse.

On our way home, I worried at what
the future will bring the 19 couples who
came to the Suyuan (still the control
freak) given their situation in life. My
husband reassured me that the more
important thing for any married couple is
the experience of going through the whole
experience of the ME process. It does
not mean that it will be a path strewn with
rose petals, in fact, it may be one that is
covered with thorns. But, if it is the way
to be a more loving spouse and to see
God in the struggle, then it is a process,
a route that is worth taking.

Olandes Suyuan
Nativity of Our Lady Parish, Marikina City

Couple
Facilitators
were
Pocholo &
Merly Cea

Philip &
Malu
Panlilio
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Moreover, the duties of the Christians
as again traced in the scriptures (Romans
12-15), included obedience to authority as
love fulfills the law formulated by such
authority; the commitment to live and die
for Christ; and the patience and self-denial
that the members had to manifest in their
daily lives.

And if ever there are moments of
disagreements and conflicts among the
persons imbued with CP, the principle of
subsidiarity prevails wherein the
members engaged in such disagreements
or conflicts will have to have a private
dialogue. And if the disagreement or
conflict is not resolved, then others serving
as witnesses are brought into the situation
to help settle differences. But when the
two parties still have not resolved their
differences, then the case must be
brought to the level of the rightful
authorities for their final arbitration.

In the practice of CP, Fr. Kit explained
on the art of spiritual conversation,
where he stressed that spiritual
conversation is not spiritual direction nor
pastoral counseling. It is a dialogue based
on mutual love wherein persons listen and
talk to each other about their religious
experiences (or how God moves them at
present), and directs each other to the
path of God. It is where God becomes the

center of the very relationship between
and among members who see
themselves as friends-in-the-Lord (very
much like between St. Ignatius and
Blessed Peter Fabre who lived together
in the same room); where love is truly
experienced to be personal and where
the goal is the greater glory of God.

In terms of the spiritual conversation,
an important element that has to be
remembered, aside from the foundational
experience of God’s unconditional and
eternal love for us, is that a person is
only free to be in communion with the
Lord when the person is really free for
God (or for love) if he/she has no
inordinate attachment/s whatsoever that
serve/s as a block between the person
and God.

As regards CP: the Jesuit and
Ignatian way, Fr. Kit cited the following
important commitments among their
ranks: serves the faith that does justice;
manifests a particular concern for the
poor; seeks to form men and women for
others; and prepares people for a more
active life commitment.

Finally, among the challenges of CP
in lay communities, Fr. Kit gave briefly
the following: competition vs. cooperation;

“Cura Personalis” in a community
from page 1

The Magis Deo Youth Ministry is inviting all Young Adults aged 17 to 30,
to a day of Recollection, entitled:

“Wondering Weekend”
A Recollection for Young Adults

WHEN: October 8,  Sunday,  8am-5pm
WHERE: San Carlos Seminary,

Lay Formation Bldg., Guadalupe, Makati City

RECOLLECTION Jerome Guerrero
MASTER: (Pastoral Counselor, recommended by Fr. Ted Gonzales)

A fee of P300 will be collected to cover meals and other expenses.
Please confirm by calling Lucy  (800-4975 or 0917-8335829) or Abby (560-0058 or 0917-8560580

exclusivity vs. inclusivity; closedness vs.
openness; organization vs. person; the
lay as support only to religious and
priests: the laity’s lack of autonomy and
symptoms of dependence on the clergy;
lack of awareness and ownership of
vocation and mission vs. simply seeking
attainment of personal needs; the Church
as communion: communal discernment
vs. imposition/dictation from top
leadership; and, development of lay
spirituality uniquely Magis Deo.

Meantime in his homily based on the
parable of the 10 virgins awaiting the
bridegroom, Fr. Kit asked Mass
attendees, “where do we see Christ”? He
cited three particular instances, and
these are: in sufferings, in the poor, and
in the sacraments. Fr. Kit advised the
members to know how to suffer even as
humans naturally resist pain and
discomfort (and love pleasures only).
When we can see Christ in our sufferings,
then these are the only ones considered
salvific, as we offer them to Jesus on
the cross.

In terms of seeing Christ in the poor,
we ought to realize that it is actually the
poor, in their simplicity, who teach us
about life, and not the other way around
as many are wont to believe in.
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SDR: A Very Different Kind
of Battle

Are you having a battle with various
negative thoughts such as worries,
anxiety, and apprehension that leads you
to body pains, cancer, ulcer, migraine,
which ultimately shorten your life span?
Iam not a doctor, a nurse, or a
psychologist but a retired soldier.  This is
what I learned and encountered when I
joined the Spiritual Deepening Retreat
(SDR) at a very different battlefield at the
Canossa House of Spirituality in Tagaytay
opn September 15-17, 2006.

How to fight them?  Simply read the
Bible; specifically Matthew 6, 25-33 and
I quote directly from the handout given to
us and it said:

“I warn you, then: do not worry about
your livelihood, what you are to eat or drink
or use for clothing.  Is not life more than
food?  Is not the body more valuable than
clothes?  Look at the birds in the sky.
They do not sow or reap, they gather
nothing into barns; yet your heavenly
father feeds them.  Are you no more
important than they?

Which of you by worrying can add a
moment to his lifespan?  As for clothes,
why be concerned?  Learn a lesson from
the way the wild flowers grow.  They do
not work; they do not spin.  Yet I assure
you, not even Solomon in all his splendor
was arrayed like one of these.  If God
can clothe in such splendor the grass of
the field, which blooms today and is thrown
on the fire tomorrow, will he not provide
much more for you, o weak in faith!

Stop worrying, then, over question like,
what are we to eat, or what are we to
drink, or what are we to wear?   The
unbelievers are always running after these
things.  Our heavenly Father knows all
that you need.  Seek first his kingship
over you, his way of holiness, and all these
things will be given you besides.  Enough,
then of worrying about tomorrow.  Let
tomorrow take care of itself.  Today has
troubles enough of its own.

The above passage became my best
weapon in fighting those unwanted
thoughts within me.  However, as pointed
out by our retreat master, Fr. Tanseco,
same passage does not tell us not to
work, not to plan nor just lay down
somewhere with an open mouth and wait
for the food from heaven to fall.  Rather,
as what Fr. Ruben previously stressed;
Do you best and God will do the rest.
God helps those who help themselves.
Indeed, this is very true as what I had
experienced.

by: Robert Tumaliuan
Post-LSS Class (ME 79)

Likewise, during confession, I
expressed all my regrets and sentiments
having been born out of wedlock.  Being
an illegitimate child and left under the care
and custody of my aunt, I grew up the
hard way.  At an early age, I began to
hate my parents because of what I thought
were there immaturity.  I started to envy
other children who are well taken cared
of.  I developed self-pity and life for me
became a litany of problems.  I became
stone-hearted and a very serious person
which prompted me to join the military
after graduating from college.

While I was still in military service, I
rarely read the bible, never thanked the
Lord inspite of the protection I had from
so many dangers and near-death
encounters which I faced.  I indulged in
vices like womanizing, drunkenness,
gambling, and saved nothing for my
family.

Now that I have retired from military
service, I realized the foolishness of my
wrongdoings.  I had been ill-tempered,
perennial worrier, and confused on what
to do with my life.  Then one day, a sudden
twist of fate occurred.  One of my
neighbors invited me to serve in our parish
as lector/commentator.  I readily accepted
the invitation and undertook a seminar for
the purpose.  However, my service in the
parish became short-lived because of the
intrigues and misunderstandings I
encountered.  Then, I decided to stop
serving.

Then on November 24, 2004, one of
the lay ministers in the parish invited me
to attend a marriage encounter weekend,
Magis Class 79.  At first, I was hesitant
but on the prodding of my wife, we joined
the weekend.  That was the start of a
significant journey with the Lord.  Almost
a year later, we also participated in the
Life in the Spirit Seminar.

Finally, the most significant battle that
I fought through the SDR was the
annihilation of the “doubting Thomases”
and “denying Peters” within me.  Similarly
as what I have learned from St. Ignatius
on the real meaning of love and service to
the Lord, it includes not only praises,
peace of mind, and sense of fulfillment
but also criticism, ridicule, and insults.
Truly, the SDR experience was my
personal battle that defeated those doubts
and questions in my mind, which
eventually led me to make a final decision.
And that is to serve the Lord again in our
parish no matter what the cost.

My SDR

SDR is another kind of experience on
how to encounter God.  For me, it’s like
cultivating plants; when you cultivate the
plants, the plants get bigger or bear more
fruits, or flowers start to bloom or
vegetables to grow.  This gives attraction
for people to pick it up and start cooking.

Fr.Ruben Tanseco taught us so
many ways how to cultivate the relation
of people to God. It is so important to
me, this kind of style. First, I was so
glad that I was able to hear some ways
or rules on how to do this in the S D
R.

I remember the time when I was
attended a silent type retreat on how to
communicate with  God—-last 1992,
when all the staff in the foundation where
I work were able to attend  this kind of
RETREAT.  I remember when we finished
one week session, I felt excited, happy,
strong and also full of spirit.  I know that
this kind of feeling was  really what  I
need  as a community organizer volunteer
in the foundation.

Then came this SDR last Sept. 15-
17, 2006. I wanted to experience again
that kind of feeling I had in a silent retreat.
So I followed the rules on becoming silent.
Some of co-Magis classmates told me:
“Hindi bagay sa iyo ang tahimik.”  I smiled
while replying in a silent simple way:
“Fr.Tanseco is watching us baka tayo
mapagalitan.”  Hindi naman ako takot sa
galit niya, kahit sabihin niya na you may
go home, or take your things since I  see
you are not interested in this kind of
retreat.  But my mission is at the back of
my mind. I did everything to find the
presence of God during these SDR days.
I realized this kind of feeling was given to
me by the Lord since it’s the way I’ll start
to open my direct communication to Him.

Imagine, after a long time, I already
forgot this kind of feeling given to me
because I closed my telephone line or I
never pay the bills, so  the line was so
busy and even cut off.   I thought I’ll never
find that feeling anymore!   Now I realized
I am the one responsible to open again
my communications with God,  because
nobody will open it for me.  Now  I know,
if  I pay the bills, the line will  open and I
can start again to communicate directly
to God.  But how can I pay the bills?  I
will pay by continuing to do good things
and praising Him everyday, even if  in
those the lonely days or when I am having
big problems because God gives
everything to us. From the time we wake
up in the morning  until  bedtime, God
gives us air to breath, sunlight to heat,
food to eat, whatever, to assure  that
GOD LOVES US!!!

GOD BLESS YOU ALL.!!

My Spiritual
Deepening Retreat

by Allan “Shane” Pangilinan
Post-LSS Class (ME 79)
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Calendar of Activities

October to December 2006

October
03 Shepherds & Ministry Sanctuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191

Heads Meeting3
06 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
07 MEFP Festival of Songs AFP Theater MEFP 426-4206
07 & 21 Shepherd Follow Up Workshop TBA Ed & Claire Palma 823-9647

Magis Deo 426-7191
08 Recollection for Young Adults – P300/personSan Carlos Lay Formation CenterLucy Mella 800-4975

Abby Tumbocon 560-0058
09 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191
21-22 LSS God Love’s Catholic Prayer Community Gene & Eve Bañez

New Manila 926-8562 / 0917-4984687
24 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting6 Sanctuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191

November
03 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
09 Thanksgiving Dinner Sison’s Residence Joy Uy-Tioco 0917-8166745

Maricel Suarez 0917-5383437
Magis Deo 426-7191

11 Election of Council Members TBA
13 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191
23 Fr. Ruben’s Birthday
24-26 MEW (ME Class 87) – P3,000/coupleBLD Covenant House Cavite Ike & Josie Llamas 821-0639
28 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting7 Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191

December
01 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191

(2nd Floor Auditorium)
10 Family Day  & 20th Anniversary Celebration TBA Eli & Edith Prieto 820-5496
15-17 SDR – P3,500/couple Canossa Tagaytay MEFP 426-4206
25 Birthday of Jesus

Birthday Celebrants
OCTOBER

               OCTOBER  2006

Wedding Anniversaries
OCTOBER

1Lark MarkingMustard Seed
Mike Lim ME Class 86

2 Becky Dizon Arch. Gabriel
Lyn Ebardo Philippians

3 Lyn Banagan ME Class 82
Jude Bautista ME Class 82
Georgio Canagasuriam ME

Class 86
4 Aurea Magtalas ME Class 80
5 Butch Marking Mustard Seed

Rex Ferrer ME Class 86
Joysie Rodriguez Jeremiah

6 Conrad Fajardo Ignatians
Laurice Supan ME Class 83

7 Pete Nabong Thessalonians
Rose San Pedro Genesis
Vic Panagan ME Class 86
Rosario Ordovez ME Class 80
Mavie Concon ME Class 80

8 Ferdie Cruz Beatitudes
Joel Estrada ME Class 84
Norman Reyes Samaritan

9 Charito Dimayuga Sirach
Ricky Meneses ME Class 82

10 Frank Reyes Philippians
Mhon Buenaflor ME Class 80
Giovanni Santos ME Class 82

11 Marissa Dizon Post-LSS
Group 3
12 Apin Llamas Cor./Sothel

Fernando Banagan ME Class 82
13 Dewey Chua Magnificat

Andy Espiritu ME Class 82
14 Perry Antonio Isaiah 66

Norman Abastillas Galilee
Fe Rio ME Class 86
Virgie Abella ME Class 79

14 Esmeralda Baladad ME Class  81
15 Tere Cordero Music Ministry

16 Eve Bañez Agnus Dei
Bobbit Cruz Thessalonians
Fely Santiago K3
Perla Pancito ME Class 77

17 Alice Antonio Isaiah 66
Jen Javier ME Class 86

18 Labeng Beltran ME Class 80
Reinner Joseph Velasco ME

Class 77
19 Marivi Gonzales CIA/Wisdom

Carmelita Yumol ME Class  81
20 Triny Sy ME Class 79

William Ng ME Class 86
21 Alice Go Beatitudes

Pol Policarpio Philippians
Edwin Fajardo ME Class 77
Flor Alcid ME Class 78

22 Ed Palma Galilee
Kim Escaño ME Class 77

7 Vic & Lota GarciaME Class 86
8 Marvin & Ma. Joy Daria ME Class 81

Ronaldo & Mavie Concon ME Class 80
9 Cholo & Tetchie Viduya ME Class 79
12 Giovanni & Beth Santos ME Class 82
14 Francis & Jecca Osorio ME Class 82
15 Ricky & Shirley Capistrano ME Class 85
17 Cesar & Marivic Pareja Agnus-Dei
18 Tito & Lyn Santos ME Class 82
20 Perry & Jen Fernandez ME Class 83
21 Lito & Marlyn+  Gonzales John
22 Joey & Maricel Suarez Cana

Mhon & Jacquilline Buenaflor ME Class 80
25 Jun & Joan Requidan Isaiah 66

Mike & Maan Lim ME Class 86
26 Rex & Debra Bumanglag ME Class 83
27 Camilo & Linda Belmoro Jeremiah
28 Arnold & Joysie Rodriguez Jeremiah

David & Ma. Luisa Serrano ME Class 80
29 Noring & Coring Ollano ME Class 78

22 Tess De Leon ME Class 78
Liza Deogracias ME Class 83
Sherwin Frances ME Class 80
Jun Oñate ME Class 83
Jovic Soliven ME Class 83

23 Rubi Elman ME Class 80
24 Susan Garcia ME Class 79

Bri Gamboa ME Class 85
Lorraine Feliciano ME Class 86

25 Belen Vergara ME Class 81
Jo Almodovar ME Class 85

26 Hazel Joven ME Class 77
27 Rachel Abis Ignatians

Sheila Lagat ME Class 77
Romulo Andres ME Class 81
Fermin Apelo, Jr. ME Class 81

29 Mannie Castillo Thessalonians
Yul Budy ME Class 83

30 Jojo Baladad ME Class 81
Louren Dacanay ME Class 79

31 Ken Torres Sal Terrae


